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Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...
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IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Installation and System RecoveryIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...
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Multimedia Security Technologies for Digital Rights ManagementAcademic Press, 2006
A timely reference in the innovative and cutting-edge field of multimedia security!

Digital Rights Management (DRM) defines a set of tools that manage the secured use of digital media content found on static and mobile electronic devices, ranging from personal computers and PDAs to digital video recorders and MP3...
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Filthy Rich Clients: Developing Animated and Graphical Effects for Desktop Java Applications (The Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Filthy Rich Clients refers to ultra-graphically rich applications that ooze cool. They suck the user in from the outset and hang on to them with a death grip of excitement. Filthy Rich Clients: Developing Animated and Graphical Effects for Desktop Javaâ„¢ Applications shows you how to...
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Physics for Game ProgrammersApress, 2005
This book illustrates how to infuse compelling and realistic action into game programmingeven if you dont have a college-level physics background! This book covers the basic physics and mathematical models and then shows clearly how to implement them basics to accurately simulate the motion and behavior of cars, planes, projectiles, rockets, and...
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Managing IP Networks: Challenges and Opportunities (IEEE Press Series on Network Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
An essential resource on the future of IP networks    

Everyone agrees that Internet Protocol (IP) has played and will play a major role in the evolution of networks and services. The exact nature and scope of that role, however, remains a point of discussion.  Assembling the foremost experts in their respective fields, editors Salah...
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Innovation Happens Elsewhere: Open Source as Business StrategyMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
It's a plain fact: regardless of how smart, creative, and innovative your organization is, there are more smart, creative, and innovative people outside your organization than inside. Open source offers the possibility of bringing more innovation into your business by building a creative community that reaches beyond the barriers of the business....
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Practical Methods for Design and Analysis of Complex Surveys (Statistics in Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
"As in the previous edition, this book is a good resource for practitioners and cross-disciplinary researchers who use data from complex survey designs." (Journal of the American Statistical Association, March 2006)
    "The first edition of the book was one of the first books in the excellent Wiley U.K. series on...
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Video Editing with Avid: Media Composer, Symphony, XpressFocal Press, 2001
This is the first comprehensive guide to editing on Avid from a PAL standpoint, also including NTSC information where appropriate, making this book a worldwide manual.
If you are already using Media Composer, Symphony, or Xpress and want to improve and consolidate your basic methods, or if you need to learn these systems from scratch, then this...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Engineering Analysis using PAFEC Finite Element SoftwareRoutledge, 1998
The general layout of the book is clear and concise with the use of chapter summaries and conclusions being very good...At the end of each chapter there is a list of useful references, and the book finishes with an index, which is brief yet definitive...particular benefit to the new PAFEC user. - Vibration Digest
...
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Professional K2 blackpearl (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Built on Microsoft technologies including Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, SQL Server, Microsoft Office 2007, and Visual Studio 2005 and 2008, the latest K2 [blackpearl] release provides you with mature workflow management systems that can automate processes or pull together people, services, and systems. You’ll get an introduction to...
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